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MDG, DISCOVERY PRODUCT VALIDATION
RULES BY USING RULE MINING
Applies to SAP CAL Solution S/4 HANA OP 1909 FPS00 release and above
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Background information
With the SAP S/4HANA 1809, a new MDG solution, Data Quality Management, is delivered,
where you can define validation rules to evaluate your data quality.
With the SAP S/4HANA 1909 release, data quality management has been extended
by machine learning technology. Master Data Rule Mining supports business users and
master data experts in analyzing their master data for new validation rules. Machine
learning technology finds patterns in the master data and proposes new rules based on these
patterns. You can review and accept these rules, which you can then automatically integrate into
your evaluate data quality process.
For more details about the solutions, please refer to SAP Blog.

This demo script will show you a rule mining process to successfully create validation rule.
Once the rule is created, you can apply it for data evaluation(demo script) or check in change
requests(demo script).

Demo Script
1.1 Preparation
The system is already prepared with necessary product master data so that you can start a rule mining process
right away.
Of course, you are free to add more product master data or explore other existing master data to perform a rule
mining process as explained in this document.

1.2 Accessing the SAP Fiori Launchpad
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Explanation

Screenshot

Logon to the CAL
S/4HANA system using the
information below:
• Client: 100
• User: MDG_EXPERT
• Password: Welcome1

Double-click the URL for
the SAP Fiori Launchpad in
the menu.
The system will start a
browser with the URL of
the SAP Fiori Launchpad.
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Explanation

Screenshot

Then logon once more with
the information provided
above.

The system will take you to
the SAP Fiori Launchpad.
If required, scroll to the title
group Data Quality
Management for Products
to see the tiles for
accessing the functionality
of this demo script.
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1.3 Create Rule Mining for Products

Explanation

Screenshot

Click on the tile Manage
Rule Mining under tile
group Data Quality
Management for Products.

Create a new mining run
by clicking on “Create”
button.

Enter a description and a
goal for your rule mining
run.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the section Tables, you
can specify the database
tables that form the basis
of the mining run.

When you click on button
“Add”, a window with
multiple tables will pop up.
Choose the tables “MARA”
and “MARC”, and click on
“Select”.
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Explanation

Screenshot

After the two selected
tables have been added,
click on each table to
select the fields and data
which you want to base
your rules on.

After clicking on table
MARA, you will be taken to
a new screen containing
the sections Focus Area
and Fields.
The fields in section Filters
will narrow the scope of the
rule mining process based
on the data found in a
particular field.
The fields in section Fields
will be the condition of a
rule or checked by the rule.

Select the fields for the
Filters by clicking on button
“Add”.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the pop-up window,
choose the field you need,
for example, Material Type
(MTART).

Set the value for the field
MTART to “HALB”.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the section Fields, you
can specify the field that
you want to be checked by
rules in the mining run.
When you click on the
button “Add”, a window
with multiple fields will pop
up.

In the selection window,
you can search multiple
fields from table MARA you
want to add. For example,
select the fields Unit of
Weight (GEWEI), Material
Group (MATKL), and Base
Unit of Measure (MEINS).
Then click on button
“Select”.

In the result list of selected
fields, there are 2 columns
with the checkboxes
Condition of Rule and
Checked by Rule.
Condition of Rule: Select
this checkbox if you want
the system to suggest this
field as a condition of a
rule. This means that the
field will appear as part of
the “if” section of a rule.
Checked by Rule: select
this checkbox if you want
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Explanation

Screenshot

the system to suggest this
field to be the subject of a
rule. This means that the
field will appear as part of
the “then” section of a rule.
These fields are referred to
as the checked fields.

The checkbox Condition of
Rule has been selected by
default.
Keep the checkbox
Checked by Rules blank.
Return to the section
Tables and choose table
MARC.

You will see the field Plant
(WERKS) is already there
with no value assigned.
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Explanation

Screenshot

You can add more fields
here by clicking on button
“Add”.
In the pop-up window,
choose the field you need.

Set the value of the field
Plant (WERKS) to “1010”.

In the section Fields, you
can specify the field that
you want to be checked by
rules in the mining run.
When you click on button
“Add”, a window with
multiple fields will pop up.
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Explanation

Screenshot

In the selection window,
you can search multiple
fields from table MARC.
For example, MRP Group
(DISGR), MRP Type
(DISMM), Purchasing
Group (EKGRP), PlantSpecific Material Status
(MMSTA), Checking Group
for Availability Check
(MTVFP), Profit Center
(PRCTR).
Then click on “Select”.

In the result list of selected
fields, the checkbox
Condition of Rule has been
selected by default.

Select the checkbox
Checked by Rules for each
field.
Then click on “Apply”.
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Click on button create for
this rule mining run. A
process number will be
generated, and the status
will be New.

In the section Parameters,
the maximum number of
rules is 100 by default. It
means the mining run
stops when it reaches 100
rules. You can change this
number if needed.

Explanation

Screenshot

Check the rule mining run
you created before. In the
header, you can click on
Edit to make some
changes, or Copy to copy
the mining run to a new
mining run. You can also
click on Delete to delete
this rule mining run.

After checking all the data
in this rule mining run is
correct, you can click the
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Explanation

Screenshot

Start button to start the rule
mining process.

A message window will
pop up, informating you
how many records have
been selected for this
mining run. This number is
calculated based on the
filter you defined.
You can confirm it by
clicking on OK or you can
choose Cancel to adjust
the selection.
When you click the button
OK, the mining run is
active and the Status is
Running.
You should click Refresh to
update the status.
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When the status is
Completed, you will see
how many rules have been
generated by this rule
mining run.

There are five potential
statuses: New, Running,
Error, Revised, and
Completed. Data such as
Total Rules will only
appear when the run is
completed.

1.4 Explore the Rules from Mining

Explanation

Screenshot

When the status is
Completed, you will see
how many rules have been
generated by this rule
mining run.

There are five potential
statuses: New, Running,
Error, Revised, and
Completed. Data such as
Total Rules will only
appear when the run is
completed.

When you click the number
next to Total Rules, you will
be taken to the detail
screen. The column Data
Evaluation might not show
up on the first page. If not,
click on the Button “Show
More per Row”.
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Explanation

Screenshot

The column Description
includes the rule
expression in an if/then
format. Only the “equals”
operator is supported. The
rule applies to the data in
the focus area.
The column Data
Evaluation displays the
number of records that
violate or comply with the
condition of the rule.
Percentages marked in
grey are not evaluated
because they don’t comply
with the condition of the
rule.
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Explanation

Screenshot

The column Focus Area
lists filters inherited from
the mining run that narrow
the scope of the rule
mining based on the data
found in a particular field.
After linking a validation
rule, these filters will be
passed to the rule
implementation as part of
the data validation rule
scope.

The columns Checked
Field and Checked Field
Value list the fields and
field values that are
checked by the validation
rules.
All rules with the same
checked field can be linked
to a single validation rule.

In the search section, you
can define the value for the
column you want to search.
For example, you want to
search the rules whose
status is Accepted.
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Explanation

Screenshot

When you select the
checkboxes of one or more
rules, the buttons Accept,
Reject, Set to Review, ”Set
to Initial”, Link to Validation
Rule and Delete are
enabled.

If you select one or more
rules and click on Accept,
the rule status is Accepted.
If you select one or more
rules and click on Reject,
the rule status is Rejected.
If you select one or more
rules and click on Set to
Review, then the rule
status is In Review.

You can set the status
back to Initial status by
clicking button Set to
Initial”.
You can also delete the
rule by clicking Delete.

1.5 Create and Auto Implement Validation Rule from Mining Results
You can link accepted
rules to validation rules by
clicking Link to Validation
Rule. You then have are
three choice:
Link to New Rule
Link to Existing Rule
Remove Link”
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For example, when you
select two accepted rules
with the same checked
field and click Link to New
Rule, there will be window
pop up.
Enter the ID and
Description for the new
validation rule. Then click
on button Save”.

A new validation rule will
be created and the link will
be displayed on the
“Description” Column.

Click on the link of new
validation rule you created.
A window will pop up with
the general information of
this validation rule.

When you click on
Validation Rules for
Products, you will navigate
to the rule page.
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The section Rules from
Rule Mining, it shows
details on the rule mining
runs where this validation
rule comes from. And the
status of the rules is Not
Implemented.

In the section Usage, click
on “Add”, and choose Data
Quality Evaluation.

The status for usage Data
Quality Evaluation is Not
Ready.
In the section
Implementation, the Scope
and Condition status is Not
Available.
Under Usage Action, click
on Prepare.
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A window pops up to
confirm the base table for
preparing the usage.
Click on Prepare Usage.

The button under Usage
Action changes to Enable.
In the section
Implementation, the
Expression for Scope and
Condition are generated,
and the status is Active.

Clicking on the expression
link of Scope, will take you
to the BRF plus
workbench.

When you click on the
Boolean link, the decision
table will be displayed,
which contains the scope
logic in the two selected
mining rules.
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Check the expression of
Condition. In the decision
table, you will find the
checked field and value is
the same as it in the two
selected mining rules.
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